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Abstract. We define Donaldson–Thomas type invariants for non-commutative projective
Calabi–Yau-3 schemes whose associated graded algebras are finite over their centers. As
an application, we study and compute some DT invariants for the quantum Fermat quintic
threefolds.
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1. Introduction
In [Tho00], Thomas introduced the integer-valued invariants, now called Donaldson–
Thomas invariants, for smooth Calabi–Yau threefolds by integrations over the degree zero
virtual fundamental classes for moduli spaces of stable sheaves. Later it was discovered
by Behrend ([Beh09]) that these invariants can be computed by the weighted Euler char-
acteristics of certain constructible functions on the moduli spaces. Since then, there have
been many generalizations, including Joyce–Song’s generalized Donaldson–Thomas theory
([JS12]) and Kontsevich–Soibelman’s motivic (cohomological) Donaldson–Thomas theory
([KS11]), which conjecturally works for any Calabi–Yau-3 (triangulated) category.
Our motivation starts from a special Calabi–Yau- 3 category, called the quantum Fermat
quintic threefold, constructed in [Kan15]. A quantum Fermat quintic threefold qgr(AQ) is
a non-commutative projective scheme ([AZ94]) defined by a graded algebra
A = C〈x0, . . . , x4〉
/( 4∑
n=0
x5n, xixj − qijxjxi
)
,
1
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for certain quantum parameters qij ’s. This category is not equivalent to the category of
coherent sheaves on any Calabi–Yau threefold. On the other hands, most known examples in
the study of non-commutative Donaldson–Thomas theory ([Sze08], [CMPS17]) are given by
quivers with potentials, which are non-commutative analogues of local (affine) Calabi–Yau
threefolds. The quantum Fermat quintic threefold is projective, in the sense that its moduli
spaces are expected to be projective. Therefore we may define Donaldson–Thomas type
invariants via integration over the virtual fundamental class on the moduli spaces, which is
essential for deformation invariance.
The purpose of this paper is to define and study Donaldson–Thomas theory on qgr(A) .
The first step is to construct moduli spaces. We observe that A contains a commutative
subalgebra B = C[y0, . . . , y4]/(
∑4
n=0 yn) ⊂ Z(A) with yi = x
5
i such that A is a finite
(graded) B -module. Take X = Proj(B) ∼= P3 , then A naturally induces a sheaf A of non-
commutative OX -algebras on X . It can be shown that there is an equivalence of categories
between qgr(A) and the category Coh(A) of coherent A -modules (Proposition 5.4).
For a general smooth projective variety X with a coherent sheaf A of non-commutative
OX -algebras, the stability condition for A -modules and their moduli spaces have been
studied by Simpson [Sim94]. Fix a polarization OX(1) on X , then the stability condition
for A -modules is defined via the Hilbert polynomials on X similarly to Gieseker stability
for coherent sheaves.
Theorem 1.1 ([Sim94]). Let M(s)s,h(X,A) be the moduli stack of (semi)stable A -modules
with Hilbert polynomial h . Then
(a) The moduli stack M(s)s,p(X,A) is an Artin stack of finite type, and admits a good
moduli space M (s)s,p(X,A) .
(b) The coarse moduli scheme M ss,p(X,A) is projective, whose points are in one-to-one
correspondence with S-equivalent classes of semistable A -modules.
(c) The morphism Ms,p(X,A) → M s,p(X,A) is a C∗ -gerbe, and M s,p(X,A) is the
open subscheme of M ss,p(X,A) whose points corresponds to isomorphism classes of
stable A -modules.
The next step is to construct a virtual fundamental class for the moduli space M :=M s,pX
of stable A -modules by showing M admits a perfect obstruction theory ([BF97]). We start
by constructing an obstruction theory on the moduli space M .
Theorem 1.2 (= Corollary 4.5). Let F be the universal family of twisted A -modules on
X ×M . Then there is an obstruction theory
E :=
(
RpiM∗RHomAM (F ,F)
)∨
[−1]→ LM
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for M .
It is well-known that deformation-obstruction theory for objects in any abelian category
are governed by their Ext1 and Ext2 groups. However, as pointed out in [HT10], a more
explicit description for the obstruction classes is required to construct an obstruction theory
for the moduli space.
Theorem 1.3 (= Theorem 3.2). Let S be a scheme, and F be a OS -flat coherent AS -
module on X × S . There exists a natural class
atA(F) ∈ Ext
1
AS
(F ,F ⊗ pi∗SLS),
called the Atiyah class, such that for any square-zero extension S ⊂ S with ideal sheaf I ,
an A -module extension of F over S exists if and only if the obstruction class
ob =
(
F
atA(F)
−−−−→ F ⊗ pi∗SLS[1]
idF⊗pi
∗
S
κ(S/S)[1]
−−−−−−−−−−−→ F ⊗ pi∗SI[2]
)
∈ Ext2AS (F ,F ⊗ pi
∗
SI)
vanishes, where κ(S/S) ∈ Ext1S(S, I) is the Kodiara–Spencer class for the extension S ⊂ S .
Moreover, if an extension of F over S exists, then all (equivalence classes of) extensions
form an affine space over Ext1A(F ,F ⊗ pi
∗
SI) .
Assume that A is Calabi–Yau- 3 in the sense that Coh(A) is a Calabi–Yau-3 category.
For example, the quantum Fermat quintic qgr(A) will give such X and A . In this case,
we construct a symmetric bilinear form
θ : (RpiM∗E)
∨[−1]→ RpiM∗E [2] =
(
(RpiM∗E)
∨[−1]
)∨
[1].
We use this to prove the following:
Theorem 1.4 (= Theorem 4.6). The truncation of the obstruction theory E→ LM for M
induces a symmetric obstruction theory(
τ [1,2]RpiM∗RHomAM (F ,F)
)∨
[−1]→ LM ,
which in particular is a perfect obstruction theory.
Therefore the moduli space M carries a degree zero virtual fundamental class [M ]vir ∈
A0(X) . If M is projective (i.e. there is no strictly semistable A -modules), then this allows
us to define the Donaldson–Thomas type invariant via integration over [M ]vir
DT(M) :=
∫
[M ]vir
1,
which is equal to the weighted Euler characteristic χ(M,νM ) , as in [Beh09].
Next, we recall that classical Donaldson–Thomas theory is a virtual count of curves on a
(Calabi–Yau) 3-fold. This is done by realizing the Hilbert schemes of curves are isomorphic
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to (components) of moduli spaces of stable sheaves with fixed determinant. For a general
sheaf A of non-commutative algebras, we do not have the notion of determinant or trace,
but we can show a similar result holds under suitable assumptions.
Theorem 1.5 (= Proposition 4.8). Assume that the stalk Aη at generic point η ∈ X is
simple, and H1(X,A) = 0 . Then for any polynomial h with degree ≤ 1 , there exists an
open immersion
Hilbh(X,A)→M s,h0−h(X,A),
where h0 is the Hilbert polynomial of A .
In general, M = M s,h0−h(X,A) may not be projective, but the Hilbert scheme
Hilbp(X,A) is always projective. Then the symmetric obstruction theory of M pulls back
to a symmetric obstruction theory on Hilbp(X,A) , which allows us to define Donaldson–
Thomas invariants via integrations
DT
h(X,A) :=
∫
[Hilbh(X,A)]vir
1 = χ(Hilbh(X,A), ν).
For the cases h = n is constant, we denote
DT0(X,A)(t) =
∞∑
n=0
DT
n(X,A) tn
the degree zero Donaldson–Thomas partition function.
For the last part of this paper, we study these moduli spaces and compute some invari-
ants for (X,A) induced by a quantum Fermat quintic 3 -fold qgr(A) . Since any zero-
dimensional A -module is always semistable, and it is stable if and only if it is simple, there
is a natural morphism
Hilbn(X,A)→M ss,n(X,A).
This is an analogue of Hilbert–Chow map. On the other hand, we also consider the moduli
stacks
Mss,n(X,A)→M ss,n(X,A).
It is a general principle that the moduli stacks are expected to be formally locally on coarse
moduli schemes modelled by quivers with potentials ([KS10]). We observe that the coarse
moduli scheme M ss,n(X,A) is discrete (zero-dimensional) for n ≤ 4 , and prove that
Theorem 1.6 (= Corollary 6.9). The category Coh(A)0,≤4 of zero-dimensional coherent
A -modules with length ≤ 4 is equivalent to the category Rep(Q,W )≤4 of representations
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of a quiver Q with superpotential W with dimension ≤ 4 , where Q is the disjoint union
of 10 quivers, all isomorphic to
/.-,()*+0
/.-,()*+2 /.-,()*+1
/.-,()*+3
/.-,()*+4
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we denote the arrows by xi, zi : i → i + 1 and yi : i → i − 2 . Then the superpotentail is
given by
W = Y XZ − qY ZX,
where X = x0 + . . . + x4 , Y = qy0 + q
3y1 + y2 + q
2y3 + q
4y4 , and Z = z0 + . . . + z4 .
Furthermore, we show that Hilbert schemes of points are isomorphic to the moduli spaces
of framed representations of (Q,W )
Hilbn(X,A) ∼=
∐
|v|=n
MQ,W (v,1).
for n ≤ 4 (Theorem 6.10). The (motivic) Donaldson–Thomas theory for quivers with poten-
tials has been well-studied. We apply dimension reduction ([Mor12]) to compute (motivic)
invariants for Hilbn(X,A) for n ≤ 4 and obtain the first four DT invariants
DT0(X,A)(t) = 1 + 50 t+ 1175 t
2 + 17450 t3 + 184275 t4 + . . . .
For n ≥ 5 , the moduli spaces become more complicated. Since M ss,n(X,A) is no longer
zero-dimensional, the quiver (Q,W ) with potential only models a formal neighborhood of
the moduli stacks at certain points. Thus it will require a more sophisticated study of the
moduli spaces to compute the invariants.
Acknowledgements. I would like to thank my advisor Kai Behrend for introducing me
to this topic, and for his consistent guidance and support. I would also like to thank Toni
Annala, Jim Bryan, Nina Morishige and Stephen Pietromonaco for many helpful conversa-
tions.
Notation. All schemes or algebras are separated and noetherian over C . All (sheaves
of) algebras are associative and unital. By non-commutative, we mean not necessarily
commutative, and we assume that non-commutative rings are both left and right noetherian.
For a non-commutative ring A , a A -module is always a left A -module. We will use
Aop -module to denote right A -module. All rings without specified non-commutative are
commutative.
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2. Sheaves of non-commutative algebras
Throughout we fix a smooth variety X and a coherent sheaf A of non-commutative
OX -algebras. We may view (X,A) as a ringed space, and pi : (X,A) → (X,OX ) is a
morphism of ringed spaces defined by the unit map OX → A . We denote Coh(A) the
category of coherent A -modules, that is, coherent sheaves F on X with a left A -actions
A⊗F → F .
We begin with few facts about ringed spaces. There are adjoint functors pi∗ ⊣ pi∗ ⊣ pi
! ,
where pi∗ = A ⊗ − : Coh(X) → Coh(A) , pi∗ : Coh(A) → Coh(X) is the forgetful
functor, and pi! = HomOX (A,−) : Coh(X) → Coh(A) . More generally, we have natural
isomorphisms
HomA(F ⊗ G,H) ∼= HomOX (G,HomA(F ,H)),
for coherent A -modules F ,H and OX -module G , and
HomOX (G ⊗A F ,H)
∼= HomA(F ,HomOX (G,H))
for coherent A -module F , Aop -module G , and OX -module H .
2.1. Global dimension. One defines the global dimension of A similarly to the case of
algebras.
Definition 2.1. An A -module F is locally projective if for any x ∈ X , there exists an
affine open set U ⊂ X containg x such that F|U is a projective A|U -module.
For any locally free sheaf P on X , A⊗ P is naturally a locally projective A -module.
Thus any coherent A -module F admits a resolution by locally projective A -modules. We
define the projective dimension pd(F) of F to be the shortest length of of a projective
resolution. Then it is a standard fact in homological algebra to show that
Proposition 2.2. The following two numbers (possibly ∞ ) are the same:
(1) supremum of pd(F) for all coherent A -modules F ;
(2) the (co)homological dimension of the category Coh(A) , that is, supremum of n ∈ N
such that ExtnA(F ,G) 6= 0 for some coherent A -modules F and G .
We call this number the global dimension of A , and denote it by dim(A) .
We say A is smooth if dim(A) < ∞ . Note that it does not automatically imply
dim(A) = dim(X) .
For simplicity, from now on we will assume the sheaf A is locally free on X . One
immediate consequence is that any locally projective (injective) A -module is locally free
(injective) over OX . In particular we have dim(A) ≥ dim(X) .
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Using the local-to-global spectral sequence with some basic properties of non-commutative
rings (see for example, [MR01, Theorem 4.4]), we see that the dimension of A can be
computed locally.
Lemma 2.3. The dimension of A is equal to the supremum of the global dimensions of
algebras Ax for all (closed) points x ∈ X .
2.2. Serre duality. Since X is a smooth variety, the derived category D(Coh(X)) admits
a Serre functor (−)⊗ ωX [n] , where ωX is the dualizing sheaf and n = dim(X) .
Proposition 2.4. If A is smooth, then the derived category D(Coh(A)) admits a Serre
functor ωA
L
⊗A (−)[n] , where ωA = pi
!ωX = HomOX (A, ωX) is the dualizing A -bimodule.
Proof. For any perfect complexes F and G of A -modules, we have natural isomorphisms
HomA(F ,G) = HomOX (OX , RHomA(F ,G))
∼= HomOX (RHomA(F ,G), ωX [n])
∗
∼= HomOX (RHomA(F ,A)⊗A G, ωX [n])
∗
∼= HomA(G, RHomA(F ,A)
∨ ⊗ ωX [n])
∗
∼= HomA(G,A
∨ ⊗A F ⊗ ωX [n])
∗
= HomA(G, ωA ⊗A F [n])
∗.

Definition 2.5. We say A is Calabi–Yau of dimension n if the derived category
D(Coh(A)) is a Calabi–Yau- n category, i.e., the Serre functor is equivalent to (−)[n] .
In particular if A is Calabi–Yau, then A is smooth and dim(A) = dim(X) .
Proposition 2.6. Suppose A is smooth, then the followings are equivalent:
(1) A is Calabi–Yau;
(2) There is an isomorphism A → ωA of A -bimodules;
(3) There is a non-degenerate bilinear form
σ : A⊗A → ωX
of OX -modules such that σ is symmetric and the diagram
A⊗A⊗A
m⊗id //
id⊗m

A⊗A
σ

A⊗A
σ
// ωX
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commutes. In other words, (A, σ) is a family of symmetric Frobenius algebras over
X .
Proof. It is clear that (1) and (2) are equivalent. For (2) and (3), a bilinear form σ : A⊗A →
ωX is non-degenerate if and only if it induces an isomorphism
A → A∨ ⊗ ωX ∼= HomOX (A, ωX) = ωA
of OX -modules. To check it is a morphism of A -bimodules, we may reduce to affine open
sets Spec(R) , where R is regular. Then it is straightforward to verify that two statements
are equivalent. 
Example 2.7. Let X be a Calabi–Yau variety. Then any Azumaya algebra A on X is
Calabi–Yau.
2.3. Simpson’s moduli spaces. From now on we assume that X is projective and fix a
polarization OX(1) . Stability conditions for coherent A -modules and their moduli spaces
have been studied by Simpson ([Sim94]) for general sheaf A of non-commutative algebras
on X . We recall their definitions and main results.
For a coherent A -module, we define its Hilbert polynomial, rank, slope, and support to
be the same as its underlying coherent sheaf on X (with respect to OX(1) ). In particular,
we say a coherent A -module is pure (of dimension d ) if its underlying coherent sheaf is so.
Definition 2.8 ([Sim94]). A coherent A -module F is (semi)stable if it is pure, and for
any non-trivial A -submodule G ⊂ F ,
pX(G)(m)
r(G) (
≤ )
pX(F)(m)
r(F)
,
for sufficiently large m , where pX is the Hilbert polynomial, and r is the rank.
It was shown in [Sim94] that all standard facts for semistable sheaves (cf. [HL10]) are
also true for semistable A -modules, such as
(1) Any pure coherent A -module F has a unique filtration, called the Harder–
Narasimhan filtration,
0 = F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Fk = F
of coherent A -modules such that the quotients Fi/Fi−1 ’s are semistable A -
modules with strictly decreasing reduced Hilbert polynomials.
(2) Any semistable A -module F has a filtration, called a Jordan–Hölder filtration,
0 = F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Fk = F
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of coherent A -modules such that the quotients JHi := Fi/Fi−1 ’s are stable A -
modules with the same reduced Hilbert polynomial (as F ). Furthermore, the
polystable A -module JH(F) := ⊕i JHi does not depend on the filtration (up to
isomorphic). We say two semistable A -modules F and G are S-equivalent if
JH(F) ∼= JH(G) as A -modules.
(3) If A is a stable A -module, then HomA(F ,F) = C .
We fix a (numerical) polynomial h .
Proposition 2.9 ([Sim94]). The Hilbert scheme Hilbh(X,A) parameterizing quotients
A → F as coherent A -modules with pX(F) = h is representable by a projective scheme.
In fact, it is the closed subscheme of the Quot scheme QuotpX(A) (who parameterizes OX -
module quotients of A ) given by the locus that the universal quotient is a morphism of
A -modules.
The moduli spaces of (semi)stable A -modules were constructed in the same way as the
ones for (semi)stable sheaves, which is via GIT quotient on certain Hilbert (Quot) schemes.
We omit the details and state the main results.
Theorem 2.10 ([Sim94]). Let M(s)s,h(X,A) be the moduli stack of (semi)stable A -modules
with Hilbert polynomial h . Then
(a) The moduli stack M(s)s,h(X,A) is an Artin stack of finite type, and admits a good
moduli space M (s)s,h(X,A) .
(b) The coarse moduli scheme M ss,h(X,A) is projective, whose points are in one-to-one
correspondence with S-equivalent classes of semistable A -modules.
(c) The morphism Ms,h(X,A) → M s,h(X,A) is a C∗ -gerbe, and M s,h(X,A) is the
open subscheme of M ss,h(X,A) whose points corresponds to isomorphism classes of
stable A -modules.
3. Deformation-obstruction theory for A -modules
Let X be a smooth projective variety and A a locally free sheaf of non-commutative
OX -algebras. For a scheme S , and a coherent AS -module F on X × S , flat over S .
Suppose S ⊂ S is a square-zero extension with ideal sheaf I .
Definition 3.1. An A -module extension of F over S is a coherent AS -module F on
X × S , flat over S , such that F|X×S ∼= F as AS -modules.
It is a general fact ([Low05]) that existence of such extensions must be governed by
an obstruction class in Ext2AS (F ,F ⊗ pi
∗
SI) . However, to obtain an obstruction theory
on the moduli spaces, it requires a more explicit description of the obstruction class. We
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generalize the result in [HT10], showing that the obstruction class is the product of Atiyah
and Kodiara–Spencer classes.
Theorem 3.2. There exists a natural class
atA(F) ∈ Ext
1
AS (F ,F ⊗ pi
∗
SLS),
called the Atiyah class, such that for any square-zero extension S ⊂ S with ideal sheaf I ,
an A -module extension of F over S exists if and only if the obstruction class
ob =
(
F
atA(F)
−−−−→ F ⊗ pi∗SLS[1]
idF⊗pi
∗
S
κ(S/S)[1]
−−−−−−−−−−−→ F ⊗ pi∗SI[2]
)
∈ Ext2AS (F ,F ⊗ pi
∗
SI)
vanishes, where κ(S/S) ∈ Ext1S(S, I) is the Kodiara–Spencer class for the extension S ⊂ S .
Moreover, if an extension of F over S exists, then all (equivalence classes of) extensions
form an affine space over Ext1A(F ,F ⊗ pi
∗
SI) .
We follow closely the method by [HT10]. The key idea is that the obstruction classes are
given universally by a morphism of Fourier–Mukai transforms.
For any morphism f : S → T of schemes, we will abuse the notation and write f also
for the induced morphism idX × f : X × S → X × T . So there are natural functors
f∗ : Coh(AT )→ Coh(AS), f∗ : Coh(AS)→ Coh(AT ),
where the latter one is induced by the natural morphism AT = A⊠OT → f∗AS = A⊠f∗OS .
We denote by D(b)(AS) the (bounded) derived category of Coh(AS) . In this section, tensor
products ⊗ will always be derived tensor products over O unless stated otherwise.
We briefly recall the definition of Fourier–Mukai transforms. For any schemes S and T ,
and a complex P ∈ D(OS×T ) of coherent OS×T -modules, we may define the Fourier–Mukai
functor
ΦP : D(AS)
pi∗S−→ D(AS×T )
−⊗P
−−−→ D(AS×T )
RpiT∗−−−→ D(AT ),
where P is called the Fourier–Mukai kernel. Given any morphism φ : P1 → P2 in
D(OS×T ) , it induces a natural transformation ΦP1 → ΦP2 between functors. For any
object F ∈ D(AS) , we write
φ(F) : ΦP1(F)→ ΦP2(F)
for the induced morphism in D(AT ) .
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3.1. A -module deformations. We fix a scheme S and a square-zero extension i : S ⊂ S
with ideal sheaf I . Let F be a coherent AS -module on X × S , flat over S . Suppose F
is an A -module extension of F over S . The isomorphism Li∗F = i∗F → F induces an
exact triangle
Ri∗(F ⊗ pi
∗
SI)→ F → Ri∗F
e
−→ Ri∗(F ⊗ pi
∗
SI)[1],
which gives a class e ∈ Ext1A
S
(Ri∗F , Ri∗(F ⊗pi
∗
SI)) . For any F , we have an exact triangle
(3.1) QF → Li
∗Ri∗F → F
in D(AS) given by adjunction.
Lemma 3.3. An class e ∈ Ext1A
S
(Ri∗F , Ri∗(F ⊗ pi
∗
SI)) is given by an A -module defor-
mations of F over S if and only if the composition
Φe : QF → Li
∗Ri∗F
Li∗e
−−−→ Li∗Ri∗(F ⊗ pi
∗
SI)
is an isomorphism in D(AS) .
Proof. Observe the diagram
(3.2) QF

Φe
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗
Li∗Ri∗(F ⊗ pi
∗
SI)
// Li∗F //
r
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑ Li
∗Ri∗F //

Li∗Ri∗(F ⊗ pi
∗
SI)[1]
F
in D(AS) . The morphism r : Li
∗F → F is an isomorphism if and only if Φe is. I
think there is some standard argument to show that such complex F must be concentrated
in degree zero... 
Now, we apply HomAS (−,F ⊗ pi
∗
SI) to the exact triangle (3.1), it yields
Ext1A
S
(Ri∗F , Ri∗(F ⊗ pi
∗
SI))
Ext1AS (F ,F ⊗ pi
∗
SI)
// Ext1AS (Li
∗Ri∗F ,F ⊗ pi
∗
SI)
// Ext1AS (QF ,F ⊗ pi
∗
SI)
δ // Ext2AS (F ,F ⊗ pi
∗
SI)
The second arrow sends a class e to the morphism
Ψe : QF
Φe−→ Li∗Ri∗(F ⊗ pi
∗
SI)[1]→ F ⊗ pi
∗
SI[1],
where the second map is the adjunction map. The proof consists of following steps.
(a) There exists a class piF ∈ Ext
1
AS
(QF ,F ⊗ pi
∗
SIS) such that Ψe = piF for any class
e given by a deformation.
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(b) The obstruction class δ(piF ) ∈ Ext
2
AS
(F ,F ⊗ pi∗SI) is the product of Atiyah class
and Kodaira–Spencer class.
(c) If the obstruction class δ(piF ) vanishes, then there exists a class e given by a
deformation such that Ψe = piF .
(d) Suppose e and e′ are two classes such that Ψe = Ψe′ . If a class e is given by a
deformation, then so is e′ .
3.2. Construction of piF . We first consider the trivial case A = OX , F = OX×S , and
the class e given by the deformation OX×S . Then the morphism Ψe is determined by the
square-zero extension S ⊂ S , which we denote by
(3.3) pi : QOX×S → Li
∗Ri∗pi
∗
SI[1]→ pi
∗
SI[1].
Note that it is the pull-back of the morphism QOS → I[1] in D(OS) defined in the same
way.
Assume that an A -module deformation F of F over S exists. Then for any coherent
sheaf P on X × S , there are canonical isomorphisms
F ⊗ Li∗Ri∗P ∼= Li
∗(F ⊗Ri∗P) ∼= Li
∗Ri∗(F ⊗ P).
This implies that Ψe is equal to piF := F ⊗ pi , up to an canonical isomorphism QF ∼=
F ⊗QOX×S .
3.3. The obstruction class δ(piF ) . Observe that QF and F ⊗QOX×S may not be iso-
morphic for general coherent A -module F , so we need an alternative definition of piF . In
order to define piF and study the obstruction class δ(piF ) , we recall several facts proved in
[HT10].
(i) There exists an exact triangle
Q → H → ∆∗OS
δ0−→ Q[1] in D(OS×S),
where ∆ : S → S × S is the diagonal map, such that the exact triangle (3.1) is
given by Fourier–Mukai transforms
Φpi∗
S×SQ
(F)→ Φpi∗
S×SH
(F)→ F
(pi∗
S×Sδ0)(F)
−−−−−−−−→ Φpi∗
S×SQ
(F)[1].
In particular, the map δ : Ext1A(QF ,F ⊗ pi
∗
SI) → Ext
2
A(F ,F ⊗ pi
∗
SI) is the compo-
sition with (pi∗S×Sδ0)(F) .
(ii) There exists a natural morphism
pi0 : Q → ∆∗I[1] in D(OS×S)
such that (pi∗S×Spi0)(F) = piF for any F admitting a deformation. Therefore we
define piF = (pi
∗
S×Spi0)(F) for general coherent AS -module F .
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(iii) The universal obstruction class
ω0 := pi0[1] ◦ δ0 : ∆∗OS → ∆∗I[2] in D(OS×S)
decomposes into
ω0 : ∆∗OS
αS−−→ ∆∗LS [1]
∆∗κ(S/S)[1]
−−−−−−−→ ∆∗I[2],
where αS ∈ Ext
1
S×S(∆∗OS ,∆∗LS) is the (truncated) universal Atiyah class, which is
intrinsic and functorial to S , and κ(S/S) ∈ Ext1S(LS , I) is the (truncated) Kodaira–
Spencer class of the square-zero extension S ⊂ S . (See [HT10], Definition 2.3 and
2.7 for details.)
Definition 3.4. We define the Atiyah class for a coherent AS -module F to be
(pi∗S×SαS)(F) ∈ Ext
1
AS
(F ,F ⊗ pi∗SLS).
The proofs can be found in [HT10, Section 2.5 and Section 3.1]. We remark that while
[HT10] only consider coherent sheaves, the proofs are all done at the level of Fourier–Mukai
kernels. Therefore it also works for any coherent A -modules.
3.4. Existence of deformations. In this section we will show that if the obstruction class
δ(piF ) = (pi
∗
S×Sω0)(F) vanishes, then there exists an A -module extension of F over S .
First we remark that we may assume both X and S are affine as in [HT10], Section
3.3. Although the existence of deformations is not a local property, for any given class
e ∈ Ext1AS (Li
∗Ri∗F ,F ⊗pi
∗
SI) , the conditions that Φe being an isomorphism and Ψe = piF
can be check locally. In other words, if δ(piF ) = 0 but there is no deformation of F , then
there is a class e such that Ψe = piF but e is not given by a deformation. Then we can
find an affine open set U such that Φe|U is not an isomorphism but Ψe|U = piF |U , which
is a contraction.
Therefore we may assume that X = Spec(B) , A = A is an R -algebra, S = Spec(R) ,
and S = Spec(R) . Let M be a (left) AR := A⊗CR -module, flat over R . For convenience,
a tensor product ⊗ without subscript is over R . We first recall the standard obstruction
theory for modules (cf. [Lau79]).
Choose a (possibly-infinite) free resolution of M
. . .→ A
⊕n−3
R
d−3
−−→ A
⊕n−2
R
d−2
−−→ A
⊕n−1
R →M → 0.
Consider the trivial deformation A⊕n•
R
of A⊕n•R . Then we choose an arbitrary lifting d
′
• :
A⊕n•
R
→ A
⊕n•+1
R
of d• . Since (d
′
•+1 ◦ d
′
•)|R = d•+1 ◦ d• = 0 , the map d
′
•+1 ◦ d
′
• factors into
d′•+1 ◦ d
′
• : A
⊕n•
R
→ A⊕n•R
ob•−−→ A
⊕n•+2
R ⊗ I → A
⊕n•+2
R
,
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where the first and third arrows are given by the extension 0 → I → R → R → 0 . It is
well-known that the class
(3.4) {ob•} ∈ HomAR(A
⊕n•
R , A
⊕n•+2
R ⊗ I)
is a 2 -cocycle defining a class in Ext2AR(M,M) which is independent of the choice of the
resolution (A⊕n•R , d•) and lifting d
′
• . We will show that this obstruction class is the same
as δ(piF ) .
Recall that the universal obstruction class ω0 ∈ Ext
2
S×S(∆∗OS ,∆∗I) is represented by
the 2 -extension
0→ ∆∗I → J |S×S → OS×S → ∆∗OS → 0,
where J is the ideal sheaf defining S ⊂ S×S . We omit the details but a crucial consequence
is that if M = A⊕nR is free, then the obstruction class (pi
∗
S×Sω0)(M) ∈ Ext
2
AR
(M,M ⊗ I)
is represented by the 2 -extension (of AR -modules)
0→ A⊕nR ⊗ I → K
⊕n|R → Γ
⊕n|R → A
⊕n
R → 0,
where the restriction −|R is the tensor product − ⊗R R , Γ = AR ⊗C R is the free AR -
module, the arrow
Γ = AR ⊗C R = A⊗C R⊗C R→ AR = A⊗C R
is induced by the R -linear evaluation map R⊗CR→ R via R→ R , and K = ker(Γ→ AR)
is the kernel. Since R⊗C R is a free R -module, we may choose a (non-canonical) splitting
R⊗C R ∼= L⊕R
such that the evaluation map R⊗C R is given by the short exact sequence
0→ L⊕ I → L⊕R→ R→ 0.
Then Γ ∼= N ⊕AR , K
∼= N ⊕ (AR ⊗ I) , where N = A⊗C L is a free AR -module.
Let A⊕n•R →M be a free resolution. Then it associates a 2 -extension
(3.5) 0→ A⊕n•R ⊗ I → K
⊕n• |R → Γ
⊕n• |R → A
⊕n•
R → 0
of AR -modules, and a short exact sequence
0→ K⊕n• → Γ⊕n• → A⊕n•R → 0
of complexes of AR -modules, where the differentials are arbitrarily chosen lifting of the
differentials in (3.5). We write down the differentials explicitly with respect to the splitting
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Γ ∼= N ⊕AR and K
∼= N ⊕ (AR ⊗ I) :
0 // N⊕n• ⊕ (AR ⊗ I)
⊕n• //
( ∗ ∗η• ∗ )

N⊕n• ⊕A⊕n•
R
//
( ∗ γ•
η• d′•
)

A⊕n•R
//
d•

0
0 // N⊕n•+1 ⊕ (AR ⊗ I)
⊕n•+1 // N⊕n•+1 ⊕A
⊕n•+1
R
// A
⊕n•+1
R
// 0
and
0 // (AR ⊗ I)
⊕n• //

N⊕n• |R ⊕ (AR ⊗ I)
⊕n• //
( ∗ ∗σ• ∗ )

N⊕n• |R ⊕A
⊕n•
R
//
(
∗ β•
∗ d•
)

A⊕n•R
//
d•

0
0 // (AR ⊗ I)
⊕n•+1 // N⊕n•+1 |R ⊕ (AR ⊗ I)
⊕n•+1 // N⊕n•+1 |R ⊕A
⊕n•+1
R
// A
⊕n•+1
R
// 0
Observe that{
A⊕n•R
β•
−→ N⊕n•+1 |R
σ•+1
−−−→ (AR ⊗ I)
⊕n•+2
}
∈ HomAR(A
⊕n•
R , A
⊕n•+2
R ⊗ I)
defines a 2 -cocycle which corresponds to the class of the 2 -extension (3.5) in Ext2AR(M,M⊗
I) , i.e., the obstruction class δ(piF ) .
On the other hand, d′• : A
⊕n•
R
→ A
⊕n•+1
R
is a lifting of d• . The differentials on Γ
⊕n•
implies that
−d′•+1 ◦ d
′
• = η•+1 ◦ γ• : A
⊕n•
R
→ N⊕n•+1 → A
⊕n•+2
R
.
Since η•+1 factors through N
⊕n•+1 → (AR ⊗ I)
⊕n•+2 → A
⊕n•+2
R
, the composition can be
decomposed into
η•+1 ◦ γ• : A
⊕n•
R
→ A⊕n•R
γ•|R
−−−→ N⊕n•+1 |R
η•+1|R
−−−−→ (AR ⊗ I)
⊕n•+2 → A
⊕n•+2
R
.
By definition, γ•|R = β• and η•+1|R = σ•+1 . This shows that the classical obstruction
class (3.4) defined by the lifting d′• is the class −δ(piF ) .
Finally, suppose e is the class corresponding to a deformation (A⊕n•
R
, d′•) , and e
′ is
another class such that Ψe = Ψe′ . Then e− e
′ is in the image of a 1 -cocycle
{f•} ∈ HomAR(A
⊕n•
R , A
⊕n•+1
R ⊗ I).
Then it is a standard fact that (A⊕n•
R
, d′• + f˜•) also defines a deformation, where
f˜• : A
⊕n•
R
→ A⊕n•R
f•
−→ A
⊕n•+1
R → A
⊕n•+1
R
,
which then corresponds to the class e′ .
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4. Donaldson–Thomas invariants for Coh(A)
In this section, we use the Atiyah class to construct an obstruction theory on the moduli
space. Let S be any scheme, and F be a coherent AS -module, flat over S . Let α be a
class in Ext1AS (F ,F ⊗ pi
∗
SLS) . Then α defines a morphism
α : F → F ⊗ pi∗SLS[1] in D(AS).
Since F is flat over S , F is perfect. The natural map F → F∨∨ is an isomorphism in
D(AS) . Thus there is an isomorphism
F ⊗ pi∗SLS
∼= RHomOX (F
∨, pi∗SLS) in D(AS)
By adjunction, α defines a morphism
F∨ ⊗AS F → pi
∗
SLS[1] in D(OX×S).
We then apply Verdier duality, it yields a morphism
RpiS∗
(
(F∨ ⊗AS F)⊗ pi
∗
XωX
)
[n− 1]→ LS in D(OS).
Lemma 4.1. For any perfect complexes F and G of coherent AM -modules, there is an
canonical isomorphism(
RpiM∗RHomAM (F ,G)
)∨
∼= RpiM∗
(
G∨ ⊗AM F ⊗ pi
∗
XωX
)
[n].
Proof. Use the same argument as above, with pi∗SLS replaced by pi
∗
SOS = OX×S . 
We conclude that any class α ∈ Ext1AS (F ,F ⊗ pi
∗
SLS) defines a morphism
(4.1)
(
RpiS∗RHomAS (F ,F)
)∨
[−1]→ LS.
It is almost by definition to see that if S = M is a fine moduli space and F is the
universal family of coherent A -modules, then the morphism (4.1) induced by a class α is
an obstruction theory for M if and only if α is the Atiyah class.
In general, the moduli space M := M s,pX (A) is not a fine moduli space because the C
∗ -
gerbe M→M is not trivial so the universal family on M does not descend to M . We use
the fact that any C∗ -gerbe is étale locally trivial, that is, there is an étale cover U → X
with a section
M

U //
>>⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
M.
We denote by F the pullback of the universal family of stable A -modules to X × U .
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Consider the natural transformation
Φ : HomSch(−, U)→M,
where M is the moduli functor for stable A -modules on X , and Φ sends any morphism
f : S → U to the AT -module (idX × f)
∗F on X × S .
Lemma 4.2. The natural transformation Φ satisfies
(1) Φ(SpecC) is surjective;
(2) For any f : S → U and any square-zero extension S ⊂ S , the map Φ(S) induces
a bijection between subsets{
f : S → U : f |S = f
}
⊂ HomSch(S,U)
and {
A -module extensions of F over S
}
⊂M(S).
In other words, U has the same deformation-obstruction theory as a fine moduli space.
Proof. This is essentially the definition of the morphism U →M being étale. 
Theorem 4.3. Let U and F be described as above. Then the Atiyah class atA(F) defines
an obstruction theory
(4.2) E :=
(
RpiU∗RHomAU (F ,F)
)∨
[−1]→ LU
for U .
Proof. Let f : S → U be a morphism, and S ⊂ S be a square-zero extension with ideal
sheaf I . We consider the class
o =
(
Lf∗E→ Lf∗LU → LS
κ(S/S)
−−−−→ I[1]
)
∈ Ext1OS (Lf
∗
E, I).
Observe that there are natural isomorphisms
HomOS (Lf
∗
E,LS) ∼= HomOU (E, Rf∗LS)
∼= HomOX×U (F
∨ ⊗AU F , pi
∗
URf∗LS [1])
∼= HomOX×U (F
∨ ⊗AU F , Rg∗pi
∗
SLS[1])
∼= HomOX×S(g
∗(F∨ ⊗AU F), pi
∗
SLS [1])
∼= HomOX×S(g
∗F∨ ⊗g∗AU g
∗F , pi∗SLS)
∼= HomOX×S((g
∗F)∨ ⊗AS (g
∗F), pi∗SLS)
∼= HomAS (g
∗F , g∗F ⊗ pi∗SLS)
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where g = idX × f : X × S → X × U . By the functoriality of Atiyah classes, it sends the
composition (Lf∗E→ Lf∗LU → LS) to the Atiyah class atA(g
∗F) on X × S . Therefore
the class o ∈ Ext1OS (Lf
∗
E, I) corresponds to the obstruction class ob ∈ Ext2AS (g
∗F , g∗F ⊗
pi∗SLS) for the coherent AS -module g
∗F on X × S .
The rest of the proof follows from Lemma 4.2: there exists an extension of f : S → U to
S if and only if there exists an A -module deformation of g∗F over S . 
The coherent AU -module F on X ×U is pulled back from the C
∗ -gerbe M→M , so
it can be regarded as a twisted AM -module on X ×M .
Lemma 4.4. The complex RHomAU (F ,F) on X × U descends to a complex in
Dét(OX×M ) , which we denote by RHomAM (F ,F) .
Proof. Note that for any coherent A -module G , HomA(G,G) is the equalizer of
HomOX (G,G) //
// HomOX (A⊗ G,G).
Then the proof follows from the fact that for any twisted sheaf F , HomOX (F ,F) is a
(untwisted) coherent sheaf (see for instance [Căl00]). 
By functoriality of the Atiyah class, the obstruction theory E → LU also descends to a
morphism in Dét(OM )
(4.3)
(
RpiM∗RHomAM (F ,F)
)∨
[−1]→ LM in Dét(OM ).
Since being an obstruction theory is an étale local property, we conclude that
Corollary 4.5. The morphism (4.3) is an obstruction theory for the moduli space M .
4.1. Symmetric obstruction theory. We now restrict our attention to (X,A) being
Calabi–Yau of dimension 3 . Let M be a quasi-projective coarse moduli scheme of stable
A -modules with a universal twisted AM -module F on X ×M .
First we construct a symmetric bilinear form
θ : RpiM∗RHomAM (F ,F) →
(
RpiM∗RHomAM (F ,F)
)∨
[1].
We write F = RHomAM (F ,F) . For a given isomorphism ωA → A of A -bimodules, it
induces an isomorphism
RHomAM (F , ωA ⊗A F)→ F in D(OX×M ).
Taking (−)∨[−1] on both sides, it gives an isomorphism
(4.4) (RpiM∗F)
∨ [−1]→
(
RpiM∗RHomAM (F , ωA ⊗A F)
)∨
[−1] in D(OM ),
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and the right hand side is isomorphic to
RpiM∗
((
pi∗XωA ⊗AM F
)∨
⊗AM F ⊗ pi
∗
XωX
)
[2].
Note that(
pi∗XωA ⊗AM F
)∨
= RHomOX×M (pi
∗
XωA ⊗AM F ,OX×M )
∼= RHomAM (F , RHomOX×M (pi
∗
XωA,OX×M ))
∼= RHomAM (F ,AM ⊗ pi
∗
Xω
∨
X) in D(A
op
M ),
where the last isomorphism is given by pi∗XωA
∼= HomOX×M (pi
∗
XA, pi
∗
XωX)
∼= A∨M ⊗ pi
∗
XωX .
Therefore(
pi∗XωA ⊗AM F
)∨
⊗AM
(
F ⊗ pi∗XωX
)
∼= RHomAM (F , (F ⊗ pi
∗
XωX)⊗ pi
∗
Xω
∨
X)
∼= F.
Thus (4.4) is an isomorphism
θ : (RpiM∗F)
∨[−1]→ RpiM∗F [2] =
(
(RpiM∗F)
∨[−1]
)∨
[1].
In fact, we have θ∨[1] = θ , so θ is symmetric.
Theorem 4.6. The moduli scheme M carries a symmetric obstruction theory(
τ [1,2]RpiM∗RHomAM (F ,F)
)∨
[−1]→ LM
which in particular is a perfect obstruction theory.
Proof. Consider the map σ : OM → RpiM∗F induced by the scalar map Rpi
∗
MOM =
OX×M → F . For any point m ∈ M , this map induces the scalar map σm : C →
HomA(Fm,Fm) , which is an isomorphism since Fm is stable. Thus the cone of σ is
the truncated complex τ≥1RpiM∗E .
On the other hand, we may consider
RpiM∗F
θ−1[−2]
−−−−−→ (RpiM∗F)
∨[−3]
σ∨[−3]
−−−−→ OM [−3].
The induced map Ext3A(Fm,Fm) → C on each point m ∈ M is dual to the scalar map,
which is an isomorphism. The cone of the composition τ≥1RpiM∗F → OM [−3] is the
truncated complex τ [1,2]RpiM∗F .
Therefore, τ [1,2]RpiM∗F is perfect of amplitude in degree 1 and 2 , and the obstruction
theory (RpiM∗F)
∨[−1]→ LM induces a morphism
(τ [1,2]RpiM∗F)
∨[−1]→ LM .
Furthermore, by the construction, θ induces a symmetric bilinear form
θ : (τ [1,2]RpiM∗F)
∨[−1]→
(
(τ [1,2]RpiM∗F)
∨[−1]
)∨
[1].
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
If the moduli space M = M s,h(X,A) is projective (for example, when the Hilbert poly-
nomial h has coprime coefficients), then we may define the DT invariant via integration∫
[M ]vir
1,
which equals to the Behrend function weighted Euler characteristic χ(M,νM ) by [Beh09].
In particular, this invariant depends only on the scheme structure of the moduli space M ,
which depends only on the abelian category Coh(A) with a chosen stability condition.
4.2. Donaldson–Thomas invariants. Recall that in classical Donaldson–Thomas theory,
the Hilbert schemes (with a fixed curve class) are isomorphic to the moduli spaces of stable
sheaves with fixed determinant. Therefore one may study Donaldson–Thomas invariants
on Hilbert schemes. We do not have the notion of determinant for A -modules, but we
can still define Donaldson–Thomas type invariants on Hilbert schemes under some suitable
assumptions.
Lemma 4.7. Let h be a polynomial of degree ≤ 1 . Suppose the stalk Aη at generic point
η ∈ X is a division algebra, then there is a natural morphism
(4.5) Hilbh(X,A)→M s,p−h(X,A),
sending any quotient A → F to its kernel, where p is the Hilbert polynomial of A .
Proof. This is the analogue of the classical result that all torsion-free rank 1 sheaves are
stable. Since Aη is a division algebra, any A -submodule of A has the same rank as A . 
Proposition 4.8. Under the assumptions in Lemma 4.7, if H1(X,A) = 0 , then the natural
morphism (4.5) is an open immersion.
Proof. Let 0→ I → A → F → 0 be a quotient in Hilbh(X,A) . Since F has codimension
≥ 2 support, the map I → A induces an isomorphism
I∨∨ → A∨∨ ∼= A
of A -modules. This shows that the quotient A → F is uniquely determined by its kernel
I , which means that the morphism (4.5) is injective.
Next we show the morphism is étale. Let S be a scheme and S ⊂ S a square-zero
extension. Fix a flat family of A -module quotient
0→ I → AS → F → 0
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on X × S . Suppose there exists a A -module extension I of I over S , then I induces a
short exact sequence
0→ I → I
∨∨
→ F → 0
of AS -modules. Since I
∨∨
|S = I
∨∨ ∼= AS , I
∨∨
is a deformation of AS over S , which
by our assumption, it must be AS . Note that taking double dual (−)
∨∨ in general does
not preserve flatness, but it is flat over an open subset. So in our situation, I∨∨ is flat over
S , which implies it is flat over S . Thus AS → F is a deformation (as A modules) of the
quotient AS → F . This is easy to see that the converse is also true: any deformation of
the quotient AS → F gives a deformation of I . The proof is completed. 
Consequencely, the Hilbert scheme Hilbh(X,A) for polynomial h with deg(h) ≤ 1
carries a symmetric obstruction theory. We define the DT invariant
DT
h(X,A) =
∫
[Hilbh(X,A)]vir
1.
which is equal to the Behrend function weighted Euler characteristic χ(Hilbh(X,A, ν) .
Example 4.9. Recall that any Azumaya algebra on a Calabi–Yau variety is again Calabi–
Yau. Via the correspondence between Azumaya algebras and gerbes, this gives a definition
of Donaldson–Thomas invariants on gerbes X→ X over Calabi–Yau threefolds, which has
been studied by [GT13].
Remark 4.10. While we only construct a perfect obstruction theory when A is Calabi–
Yau. It is expected that (some truncation of) the obstruction theory (4.2) is perfect for
more general (X,A) . For example, if A is of global dimension ≤ 2 , then Ext3A(F ,F) = 0
for all F , thus the obstruction theory is automatically perfect. This gives an analogue of
Donaldson invariants for certain non-commutative surfaces.
Another example is if A is of global dimension 3 and H i(X,A) = 0 for all i > 0 ,
then it is easy to see that Ext3A(I,I) = 0 for any ideal sheaf I in Hilb
h(X,A) (see
[MNOP06, Lemma 2]). This implies that Hilbh(X,A) carries a perfect obstruction theory
via Proposition 4.8.
Example 4.11. We consider the case X = Spec(C) is a point with A = A a finite-
dimensional algebra of finite global dimension. Then (stable) coherent A -modules are
exactly finite-dimensional (irreducible) representations of A . These DT invariants give
virtual counts of irreducible representations. Unfortunately, the moduli space M s,n(A) is
in general not projective unless n = 1 .
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5. Non-commutative projective schemes
We first review the notion of non-commutative projective schemes defined by Artin and
Zhang ([AZ94]).
Let A be a locally finite Z≥0 -graded C -algebra, by which we means A = ⊕i≥0Ai and
each Ai is finite-dimensional. We define
qgr(A) = gr(A)/tor(A)
to be the quotient abelian category, where gr(A) is the category of finitely-generated graded
A -modules, and tor(A) is its Serre subcategory consisting of torsion modules, here a graded
A -module M is said to be torsion if each element m ∈M is annihilated by A≥n for some
n .
Definition 5.1 ([AZ94]). The non-commutative projective scheme defined by A is a triple
(qgr(A),A, [1]),
where A is the object in qgr(A) corresponding to A as a A -module, and [1] is the
functor induced by sending any graded module M to M [1] defined by (M [1])i =Mi+1 .
More generally, we consider a triple (C,O, s) of an abelian category C , an object O ,
and a natural equivalence s : C → C . A morphism (C1,O1, s1) → (C2,O2, s2) between
two such triples consists of a functor F : C1 → C2 , an isomorphism F (O1) ∼= O2 , and
a natural isomorphism s2 ◦ F ∼= F ◦ s1 . This morphism is an isomorphism if F is an
equivalence of categories.
Definition 5.2 ([AZ94]). A non-commutative projective scheme is a triple (C,O, s) which
is isomorphic to (qgr(A),A, [1]) for some graded algebra A .
For example, if A is commutative and generated by degree 1 elements, then by Serre’s
theorem, (qgr(A),A, [1]) is isomorphic to the triple (X,OX ,− ⊗ OX(1)) , where X =
Proj(A) .
Furthermore, let X be a (smooth) projective variety with a polarization OX(1) , and
A a coherent sheaf of non-commutative OX -algebras on X . Then we may consider the
homogeneous coordinate ring of (X,A)
A =
∞⊕
n=0
H0(X,A(n)),
which is naturally a graded algebra via the multiplication A⊗A → A .
Proposition 5.3. The triple (Coh(A),A,− ⊗ OX(1)) is isomorphic to the non-
commutative projective scheme defined by the graded algebra A . In particular, there is
an equivalence of (abelian) categories Coh(A) ∼= qgr(A) .
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Proof. This follows directly from [AZ94, Theorem 4.5]. 
Observe that if the graded algebra A is given by such (X,A) , then the homogeneous
coordinate ring B := ⊕nH
0(X,OX (n)) of X is a graded subalgebra of A , which is con-
tained in the center Z(A) . Since A is coherent, A(n) is generated by global sections for
sufficiently large n . This implies that A is a finite B -module.
5.1. Algebras finite over their centers. Let A be a non-commutative graded algebra.
For simplicity, we assume both A and Z(A) is finitely-generated. Suppose there exists
a graded subalgebra B ⊂ Z(A) of A such that A is a finite B -module. We consider
X = Proj(B) and
A = B˜A
the coherent sheaf on X corresponding to the graded B -module BA . Then A is naturally
a sheaf of non-commutative OX -algebras.
From now on we assume that A is of finite global dimension. In fact, this forces A to be
an Artin–Schelter regular algebra since A is finite over its center Z(A) . We omit the details
and only mention two important consequences that A satisfies the technical χ condition
in the study of non-commutative projective schemes, and the category qgr(A) has finite
cohomological dimension (which equals to the global dimension of A minus 1 ).
Proposition 5.4. Suppose A is generated by degree one elements. Then there is an equiv-
alence of (abelian) categories qgr(A) ∼= Coh(A) .
Proof. If the chosen B is also generated by degree one elements, then we have
Homqgr(A)(AA,M) = Homqgr(B)(BB,BM) = H
0(X, B˜M)
for any graded A -module M . Thus [AZ94], Theorem 4.5(2) states that there is a morphism
A→ A′ :=
∞⊕
n=0
Homqgr(A)(AA,AA[n]) =
∞⊕
n=0
H0(X,A(n))
of graded algebras which is an isomorphism at sufficiently large degrees. This then implies
that qgr(A) ∼= qgr(A′) ∼= Coh(A) .
In general, we choose k such that the graded algebra B(k) := ⊕iBki is generated by
degree one elements. Then it is well-known that X = Proj(B) = Proj(B(k)) , and BA and
B(k)A
(k) define the same coherent sheaf on X . In fact, the same result also holds non-
commutative projective schemes ([AZ94, Proposition 5.10]). Therefore we have equivalences
of categories
qgr(A) ∼= qgr(A(k)) ∼= Coh(A).

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Remark 5.5. It is easy to verify that the equivalence qgr(A) → qgr(A(k)) in the above
proof does not change the stability condition. This is the analogue of the fact that stability
conditions on a projective variety only depend on the rays in the ample cone ([HL10]).
Remark 5.6. In [AZ01], Artin and Zhang define the notion of (flat) families of objects in any
abelian category. One may check that the equivalence qgr(A) ∼= Coh(A) in Proposition 5.4
induces equivalence between families, which also preserve flatness. This implies that the
Hilbert schemes Hilbh(A) constructed in [AZ01] agrees with Simpson’s Hilbert schemes
Hilbh(X,A) . In particular, this proves the projectivity of Hilbh(A) under the assumption
of Proposition 5.4.
Remark 5.7. If A is not generated by degree one elements, one may take the stacky Proj
X = Proj(B) =
[
(Spec(B) \ {0})/C∗
]
,
where C∗ acts on Spec(B) via the grading. Then X is a Deligne–Mumford stack with a
projective coarse moduli scheme X = Proj(B) . The graded algebra A also defines a sheaf
A of OX -algebras on X . Then there is also an equivalence of categories Coh(A) ∼= qgr(A)
by the same argument.
Finally, since Z(A) is a finitely-generated commutative algebra, by Noether normalization
lemma, there exists a regular subalgebra B ⊂ Z(A) such that Z(A) is finite over B , hence
A is finite over B . Thus we can always choose B so that X = Proj(B) is smooth (in fact,
a projective space). Note that A is locally free if A is a projective, or equivalently, graded
free B -module.
Example 5.8. Consider the quantum P3 , a non-commutative projective scheme defined
by
A = C〈x0, . . . , x3〉
/
(xixj − qijxjxi) ,
where qij ’s are roots of unity and qii = qijqji = 1 for all i, j . Then A is finite over its
center Z(A) . Following Remark 4.10, we can define DT invariants on the quantum P3 .
Note that it is toric in the sense that there is a natural (C∗)3 -action. Therefore one may
use virtual localization to compute these invariants. We expect these invariants coincide
with the invariants for commutative P3 , as they share same fixed points.
6. Invariants for quantum Fermat quinitc threefolds
In this section, we study the Hilbert schemes of points and compute some invariants for
the quantum Fermat quintic threefold. Let
A = C〈x0, . . . , x4〉
/( 4∑
n=0
x5n, xixj − qijxjxi
)
.
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where qij ∈ µ5 and qii = qijqji = 1 for all i, j . We take the subalgebra B =
C[y0, . . . , y4]/(
∑4
i=0 yi) ⊂ Z(A) , where yi = x
5
i . Then X = Proj(B)
∼= P3 is identified
with the hyperplane in P4 defined by y0 + . . .+ y4 = 0 .
Since A is a graded-free B -module, the sheaf A of non-commutative algebra OX -
algebras induced by A is locally free. In fact,
A = OX ⊕OX(−1)
⊕121 ⊕OX(−2)
⊕381 ⊕OX(−3)
⊕121 ⊕OX(−4)
as a OX -module.
It is shown in [Kan15] that the graded algebra A is of finite global dimension, so A also
has finite global dimension. Here we give an alternative proof that (X,A) is Calabi–Yau.
Lemma 6.1. The sheaf A of OX -algebras is Fobenius via
(−,−) : A⊗OX A → A → ωX ,
where the first arrow is the multiplication map, and the second arrow is the projection to the
component OX(−4) ∼= ωX . If
∏
j qij = 1 for all i , then the pairing is symmetric.
Proof. We write down the multiplication maps of A explicitly. Consider
I =
{
a = (a0, a1, . . . , a4) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 4}
5, a0 + a1 + . . .+ a4 is a multiple of 5
}
,
a basis of A(5) over B = B(5) . For simplicity, we will write a0+a1+ . . .+a4 = 5 |a| . Note
that I is naturally an abelian group as a subgroup of (Z/5Z)5 (but the function | − | is
not linear). Then as a OX -module, we may write
A =
⊕
a∈I
OX(−|a|).
We denote the multiplication map A⊗A → A on each component by
OX(−|a|)⊗OX(−|b|)
φa,b
−−→ OX(−|a+ b|),
where
φa,b = qa,bx
c0
0 x
c1
1 x
c2
2 x
c3
3 x
c4
4
is the section in H0
(
X,OX(|a|+ |b| − |a+ b|)
)
given by
qa,b =
∏
i>j
q
aibj
ij , ci =
5, ai + bi ≥ 5;0, ai + bi < 5.
Write 4 = (4, 4, 4, 4, 4) ∈ I , OX(−|4|) = OX(−4) is the component corresponding to
ωX . Since for each component OX(−|a|) , there is a unique component OX(−|4−a|) such
that the multiplication map
OX(−|a|)⊗OX(−|4− a|)→ OX(−|4|) ∼= ωX
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is an isomorphism, the induced map A → HomOX (A, ωX) is an isomorphism of OX -
modules.
The pairing (−,−) is symmetric if and only if qa,4−a = q4−a,a for all a ∈ I . That is,∏
i>j
q
ai(4−aj )
ij =
∏
i>j
q
(4−ai)aj
ij ⇐⇒
∏
i>j
q
ai−aj
ij = 1,
which is equivalent to that
∏
j qij = 1 for all i . 
Next we verify that A satisfies the requirements in Proposition 4.8. Since the graded
algebra A is a domain, the stalk Aη at generic point η ∈ X is also a domain. Combining
this with the fact that Aη is a finite-dimensional algebra over the function field k(X) ,
which is a division algebra. Also X ∼= P3 and A is locally free, so H1(X,A) = 0 .
6.1. Local models for Hilbert schemes of points. The rest of the section is devoted
to studying Hilbn(X,A) for quantum Fermat quintic 3 -folds. A coherent A -module has
constant Hilbert polynomials if and only if it has zero-dimensional support and is of fi-
nite length as coherent sheaves on X . Denote Coh(A)0 the category of zero-dimensional
coherent A -module on X .
For any F ∈ Coh(A)0 , F is supported at finitely many points p1, . . . , pk on X . It is
clear that the stalk Fpi is a A -submodule of F for each i and F = ⊕iFpi as A -modules.
If F is an indecomposable A -module, then F is supported at a single point of X , in
particular, it is supported at an affine open set of X .
For each n , let Un be the affine open set of X ⊂ P
4 defined by yi 6= 0 , and let
A(n) = A|Un . We first look at the patch U0 , the algebra A
(0) can be written down
explicitly,
A(0) = C〈u1, u2, u3, u4〉
/( 4∑
n=1
u5n = −1, uiuj − q˜ijujui
)
,
where q˜ij = q
4
0jqijq
4
i0 and ui = (xix
4
0)/x
5
0 .
Remark 6.2. For each i , A(i) is in the same form as A(0) with the quantum parameters
q˜
(n)
ij is given by q
4
inq
4
njqij for all i, j 6= n . Note that q˜
(n)
ij = 1 if and only if qinqnj = qij .
From now on we fix a particular set of quantum parameters
(6.1) (qij) =

1 q q−1 q q−1
q−1 1 q q−1 q
q q−1 1 q q−1
q−1 q q−1 1 q
q q−1 q q−1 1

,
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for a fixed primitive root q ∈ µ5 . These qij ’s satisfies the conditions that
∏
j qij = 1 for
all i , and qijqjk 6= qik for distinct i, j, k . We have
(q˜ij) =

1 q3 q4 q3
q2 1 q4 q4
q q 1 q3
q2 q q2 1

Lemma 6.3. Let V be a d -dimension representation of A(0) . If V is simple, then either
d = 1 or d is a multiple of 5 .
Proof. We denote by Xi : V → V the action of ui ∈ A(0) . Since XiXj = q˜ijXjXi ,
ker(Xi) ⊂ V is an invariant subspace for all i . So each Xi is either 0 or invertible. On the
other hand, we also have det(Xi) det(Xj) = q˜
d
ij det(Xj) det(Xi) . So if d is not a multiple of
5 , then there is at most one Xi 6= 0 . In this situation X
d
i = −1 , then Xi is diagonalizable,
thus d = 1 . 
From previous Lemma, we also see that one-dimensional representations of A(0) are
identified with{
(u1, . . . , u4) ∈ A
4 : uiuj = 0 for all i 6= j, and u
5
1 + . . . + u
5
4 = −1
}
.
Patching these together we obtain that
Corollary 6.4. The moduli scheme M s,1(X,A) is the intersection of the union of coordi-
nate P1 ’s in P4 with the (commutative) Fermat quintic threefold Y ⊂ P4 .
To be more specific, there are 10 coordinate P1 ’s in P4 , and each of them intersects
with Y at 5 points. So the moduli space M s,1 consists of 50 closed points. Note that
for each [F ] ∈ M s,1(X,A) ⊂ Y , F is supported at the point in the image of Y → X . In
other words, let X(1) be the image of the covering Y → X , which is the intersection of the
hyperplane X ⊂ P4 with the union of coordinate P1 ’s in P4 . Then X(1) consists of 10
points, there are exactly 5 A -structures on Op for each p ∈ X(1) .
Remark 6.5. For our choice of quantum parameters (6.1), the categories of coherent A -
modules supported at p are equivalent for all p ∈ X(1) . Indeed, it is easy to verify that
the algebras A(i) are all isomorphic, and for each A(i) , we can always interchange variables
and keep q˜ij in the same form. For example, for A
(0) and if we let v1 = u2 , v2 = u4 ,
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v3 = u1 , v4 = u3 , then q˜ij becomes
1 q4 q2 q4
q 1 q2 q2
q3 q3 1 q4
q q3 q 1
 =

1 (q3)3 (q3)4 (q3)3
(q3)2 1 (q3)4 (q3)4
q3 (q3) 1 (q3)3
(q3)2 q3 (q3)2 1
 .
We focus on a particular point p0 = [1: − 1:0:0:0] ∈ X(1) . Let Ei be the simple A
(0) -
module correspond to the point (−qi, 0, 0, 0) ∈ A4 .
Lemma 6.6. The Ext1 -quiver Q of (E0, E1, . . . , E4) is
GFED@ABCE0
GFED@ABCE2 GFED@ABCE1
GFED@ABCE3
GFED@ABCE4


✕✕
✕✕
✕✕
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✕✕
✕✕
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✕✕
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✕✕
✕✕
✕✕
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✕✕||②②
②②
②
oo oo
bb❊❊❊❊❊
TT✮✮✮✮✮✮✮✮✮✮✮✮✮✮
TT✮✮✮✮✮✮✮✮✮✮✮✮✮✮
JJ✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
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●●
●●
##●
●●
●●
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●●
●●
✯
✯✯
✯✯
✯✯
Proof. We compute Ext1
A(0)
(Ei, Ej) by classifying all possible extensions 0 → Ej → F →
Ei → 0 . Such extension F must be in the form([
−qj a1
0 −qi
]
,
[
0 a2
0 0
]
,
[
0 a3
0 0
]
,
[
0 a4
0 0
])
,
and clearly a1 = 0 . The relation u1uk = q˜1kuku1 is equivalent to ak(q˜1kq
i− qj) = 0 . Thus
dimExt1
A(0)
(Ei, Ej) =
(
# of k ’s such that q˜1k = q
j−i
)
.

We consider the category Coh(A)p0 of coherent A -modules supported at the point p0 .
We observe that there is no simple A -module supported at p0 with length > 1 . If V is
a simple A0 -module supported at p0 , that is, ui acts nilpotently on V for i 6= 1 , then
u51 = −1 which implies u1 is diagonalizable and ui = 0 for all i 6= 1 . Thus any coherent
A -module supported at p0 is S-equivalent to ⊕iE
⊕ri
i for some ri ’s.
Let Q be the quiver from Lemma 6.6. We denote the arrows by xi, zi : Ei → Ei−2
and yi : Ei → Ei−1 . Write X = x0 + . . . + x4 , Y = q
4y0 + y1 + qy2 + q
2y3 + q
3y4 , and
Z = z0 + . . .+ z4 for the elements in the path algebra C[Q] .
Proposition 6.7. Let Coh(A)p0,≤4 be the subcategory of Coh(A)p0 consisting of A -
modules with length ≤ 4 . Then there is an equivalence of categories between Coh(A)p0,≤4
with the category Rep(Q,W )≤4 of representations of the quiver Q with potential W of
dimension ≤ 4 , where W = Y XZ − q4Y ZX .
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Proof. We first define a functor Coh(A)p0,≤4 → Rep(Q)≤4 . Let V be an A(0) -module
supported at p0 , so ui acts nilpotently on V for i 6= 1 . Since dim(V ) ≤ 4 , u
5
i = 0 for
i 6= 1 , so u51 = −1 which implies u1 is diagonalizable, and eigenvalues are −q
i , i ∈ Z/5Z .
Write V = ⊕iVi , where Vi is the eigenspace for −q
i . We claim that V associates to a
representation of Q with dimension vector (dimVi)i . Since u1u2 = q
3u2u1 , u2 maps an
eigenvector in Vi to Vi−2 (possibly to zero), so the action of u2 ∈ End(V ) defines an action
of arrows xi ∈ Hom(Vi, Vi−2) . Similarly u3 defines an action of yi ∈ Hom(Vi, Vi−1) and
u4 defines an action of zi ∈ Hom(Vi, Vi−2) .
Now observe that u2, u3, u4 satisfy the addition relations uiuj − qijujui = 0 . Therefore
a representation of Q is induced by an A(0) -module if and only if it satisfies the relations
xiyi+1 − q
4yi−1xi+1 = 0, xizi+2 − q
4zixi+2 = 0, yizi+2 − q
3zi+1yi+2 = 0,
and these relations are in fact given by the potential W , which completes the proof. 
Remark 6.8. With the aid of computer, we see that all quantum Fermat quintic threefolds,
with parameters qij satisfying
∏
j qij = 1 for all i and qijqjk = qik for all distinct i, j, k ,
are modelled by the same quiver Q with superpotential W (for length ≤ 4 ).
Corollary 6.9. There is an equivalence of categories between Coh(A)0,≤4 and
Rep(Q˜, W˜ )≤4 , where Q˜ is the disjoint union of 10 copies of Q , and W˜ is given by
W on each component Q .
Proof. The is a direct consequence of the fact any F ∈ Coh(A)0,≤ 4 is supported at
X(1) ⊂ X , and
Coh(A)0,≤4 =
∐
∑
p ap=4
 ⊕
p∈X(1)
Coh(A)p,≤ap
 .

Theorem 6.10. There is an isomorphism
HilbnX(A)
∼=
∐
|v|=n
M Q˜,W˜ (v,1).
Proof. This can be seen in the proof of Proposition 6.7. For an A(0) -module V of dimension
≤ 4 , u51 = −1 as an action on V , and u
5
i = 0 for i 6= 1 . This means that the underlying
coherent sheaf of any F ∈ Coh(A)p,≤4 is a direct sum of Op (there is no non-trivial
thickening). Therefore an A -module epimorphism A → F is given by a section OX → F ,
or equivalently, a C -linear map C → V such that its image generates the whole V via
compositions of actions of ui ’s. By definition, they are framed representations of (Q˜, W˜ )
with framing vector 1 = (1, . . . , 1) . 
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Finally, since (Q˜, W˜ ) is a disjoint union of (Q,W ) , we conclude that
Corollary 6.11. For n ≤ 4 , the DT invariant
DT
n(X,A) :=
∫
[Hilbn(X,A]vir
1
agrees the coefficient of tn in ∞∑
k=0
( ∑
|v|=k
χ(MQ,W (v,1), νM )
)
tk
10 .
6.2. Motivic invariants for the quiver. We begin with a short review of motivic DT
invariants for quivers with potentials.
Let Q be a quiver. We write Q0 the set of vertices, Q1 the set of arrows, and s, t :
Q1 → Q0 the source and target map. For v,w ∈ Z
Q0 , we define the pairings
v ·w =
∑
i∈Q0
viwi,
〈v,w〉 =
∑
i∈Q0
viwi −
∑
a∈Q1
vs(a)wt(a).
For a dimension vector v ∈ ZQ0≥0 , let
RQ(v) =
⊕
a∈Q1
HomC(C
vs(a) ,Cvt(a)),
and
GL(v) =
∏
i∈Q0
GL(vi).
Then GL(v) acts naturally on RQ(v) , and the quotient stack
MQ(v) = [RQ(v)/GL(v)]
is the moduli stack of representations of Q with dimension vector v .
Let W be a potential on Q , i.e., a finite linear combination of cycles in Q . Then we
consider the closed subscheme RQ,W (v) ⊂ RQ(v) defined by the relations
∂W
∂a
= 0, a ∈ Q1.
Then the quotient stack
MQ,W (v) = [RQ,W (v)/GL(v)]
is the moduli stack of representations of (Q,W ) with dimension vector v .
The closed subscheme RQ,W (v) is the critical locus of a GL(v) -equivariant function
fv = Tr(W ) : R
Q(v)→ C.
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In this situation, the virtual motivic class
[RQ,W (v)]vir := [crit(fv)]vir
in the ring K(VarC)[L
−1/2, (1 − Ln)−1, n ∈ N] of motivic classes. Then the motivic DT
invariants of (Q,W ) with dimension vector v is defined by
[MQ,W (v)]vir :=
[RQ,W (v)]vir
[GL(v)]vir
.
On the other hand, for a framing vector f ∈ ZQ0≥0 , f 6= 0 , we may consider the framed
representations of Q . Let
UQ(v, f) ⊂ RQ(v) ×
∏
i∈Q0
(Cvi)fi
be the open subscheme consisting of pairs (M,x) , where M ∈ RQ(v) is a representation
of Q and x ∈ (Cvi)fi is a collection of elements in M , such that M is generated by x
as a C[Q] -module. Then GL(v) acts naturally on UQ(v, f) , and it is well-known that the
quotient
MQ(v, f) := UQ(v, f)/GL(v)
is a smooth quasi-projective GIT quotient, and it is the fine moduli space of f -framed
representations of Q with dimension vector v .
For a potential W on Q , we may also define the closed subscheme UQ,W (v, f) ⊂ UQ(v, f)
and the quotient MQ,W (v, f) in the obvious way. Then MQ,W (v, f) is also the critical locus
of a function
gv,f : M
Q(v, f)→ C
induced by the trace of the potential W . Therefore we define the motivic DT invariant by
[MQ,W (v, f)]vir := [crit(gv,f )]vir.
Now suppose that the potential W has a linear factor, that is, there exists a subset
I ⊂ Q1 of arrows such that W is homogeneous of degree 1 with arrows in I having degree
1 and arrows not in I having degree 0 . We call a such subset I a cut of (Q,W ) . Consider
the closed subscheme RQ,WI (v) of R
Q(v) defined by the relations
∂W
∂a
= 0, a ∈ I.
Then we have the dimension reduction formula
Theorem 6.12 ([Mor12]). If I is a cut for (Q,W ) , then
[MQ,W (v))]vir = (L
1/2)〈v,v〉
[RQ,WI (v)]
[GL(v)]
.
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Furthermore, for any framing vector f 6= 0 , the virtual motivic classes [MQ,W (v, f)]vir
satisfy a recursion
[RQ,WI (v)]
[GL(v)]
L
f·v
2 =
∑
w≤v
L
−〈v−w,w〉− 〈w,w〉
2 [MQ,W (w, f)]vir
[RQ,WI (v −w)]
[GL(v −w)]
L
f·(v−w)
2 .
Now we consider the quiver (Q,W ) with potential from Proposition 6.7. We relabel the
vertices and write (Q,W ) as
/.-,()*+0
/.-,()*+2 /.-,()*+1
/.-,()*+3
/.-,()*+4
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with potential
W = Y XZ − qY ZX,
where X = x0 + . . . + x4 , Y = qy0 + q
3y1 + y2 + q
2y3 + q
4y4 , and Z = z0 + . . . + z4 .
Note that (Q,W ) admits 3 cuts I = {xi}, {yi} and {zi} . We apply dimension reduction
to compute motivic invariants [MQ,W (v,1)]vir for |v| ≤ 4 . The results can be found in
the table A, where we denote χ(MQ,W (v,1), νM ) by Z
Q,W (v) . We write ZQ,W (n) :=∑
|v|=nZ
Q,W (v) , then
4∑
n=0
ZQ,W (n) tn = 1 + 5 t+ 5 t2 + 20 t3 − 210 t5.
We conclude that
Corollary 6.13. The first four degree zero DT invariants are given by
4∑
n=0
DT
n(X,A) tn = 1 + 50 t + 1175 t2 + 17450 t3 + 184275 t4.
Remark 6.14. It is shown in [BF08] that the degree zero DT invariants (weighted Euler
characteristics) are given by McMahon function
∞∑
n=0
χ(Hilbn(Y ), ν) tn =
(
∞∏
n=1
1
(1− (−t)n)n
)χ(Y )
for any (Calabi–Yau) threefolds. Therefore our invariants DTn(X,A) are different than DT
invariants for any (Calabi–Yau) threefold.
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v [RQ,WI (v)]vir [M
Q,W (v,1)]vir Z
Q,W (v)
(1, 0, 0, 0, 0) 1 1 1
(2, 0, 0, 0, 0) 1 0 0
(1, 1, 0, 0, 0) L2 L−1(L2 + L+ 1) 3
(1, 0, 1, 0, 0) L L−1/2(L+ 1) −2
(3, 0, 0, 0, 0) 1 0 0
(2, 1, 0, 0, 0) L4 0 0
(1, 2, 0, 0, 0) L4 L−1(L2 + L+ 1) 3
(2, 0, 1, 0, 0) L2 1 1
(1, 0, 2, 0, 0) L2 0 0
(1, 1, 1, 0, 0) L2(L2 + L− 1) L−3/2(L+ 1)3 −8
(1, 1, 0, 1, 0) L4 L−2(L2 + 1)(L + 1)2 8
(4, 0, 0, 0, 0) 1 0 0
(3, 1, 0, 0, 0) L6 0 0
(2, 2, 0, 0, 0) L8 0 0
(1, 3, 0, 0, 0) L6 1 1
(3, 0, 1, 0, 0) L3 0 0
(2, 0, 2, 0, 0) L4 0 0
(1, 0, 3, 0, 0) L3 0 0
(2, 1, 1, 0, 0) L4(2L2 − 1) L−1(L2 + L+ 1) 3
(1, 2, 1, 0, 0) L4(L4 + L− 1) L−5/2(L2 + L+ 1)(L2 + 1)(L + 1) −12
(1, 1, 2, 0, 0) L4(2L2 − 1) L−1(2L2 + 3L + 2) 7
(2, 1, 0, 1, 0) L7 0 0
(1, 2, 0, 1, 0) L7 L−5/2(L2 + L+ 1)(L2 + 1)(L + 1) −12
(1, 1, 0, 2, 0) L6 L−2(L4 + L3 + L2 + L+ 1) 5
(1, 1, 1, 1, 0) L5(2L2 − 1) L−5/2(2L4 + 4L3 + 5L2 + 4L + 2)(L + 1) −34
Table A. Motivic invariants for |v| ≤ 4 .
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